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This paper is concerned with modeling the response of a porous brittle solid whose pores may be dry or 
partially filled with fluid. A form for the Helmholtz free energy is proposed which incorporates known Mie- 
Gruneisen constitutive equations for the nonporous solid and for the fluid, and which uses an Einstein 
formulation with variable specific heat. In addition, a functional form for porosity is postulated which 
depends on two material constants that control the added elxtic compressibility of porosity observed in 
porous rock. Restrictions on constitutive assumptions for the composite of porous solid and fluid are 
obtained which ensure thermodyn'amic consistency. Ex'amples show that although the added compressibility 
of porosity is determined by fitting data for dry Mt. Helen Tuff. the predicted responses of saturated and 
partially saturated tuff agree well with experimental datx 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes a thermomechanical 
constitutive model for the response of a rock-like 
material which is considered to be a composite of a 
multiply connected solid matrix whose pores are 
partially or fully saturated with water. The main 
objective of any theory for such porous materials is 
to use separate constitutive equations for the 
nonporous solid material 'and the fluid to obtain a 
constitutive equation for the response of the 
composite of the two materials. Specific 
constitutive equations have been developed' which 
model the full range of response from low pressure at 
room temperature to high pressure at high 
temperature. Moreover. those constitutive equations 
use an Einstein formulation of the Helmholtz free 
energy with variable specitic heat. Although the 
theory in Ref. 1 includes the effects of plasticity on 
deviatoric stress here attention will be contined to a 
discussion of the constitutive equation for pressure. 

and wet? ductile 
porous materials have been developed in which a 
form is proposed for relating the total pressure p in 
the composite of porous solid 'and fluid to the 
average pressure pz in the solid 'and the h i d  pressure 
pf in the pores by the formula 

Constitutive equations for 

P = ( l - @ ) P ; + @ P f *  (1) 
where 6 is @e porosity in the present configuration. 
However. the formula ( 1 )  does not provide a 
constitutive equation for the average solid pressure 
p l  or for the porosity @. 

Assuming that the solid and fluid have the same 
temperature 0 it is common to take 

* A  
p, = py(J,,c3) , (3) 

A 

pf=pf(Jpe) . (3b) 
where the relative volumes of the solid J, and the 
tluid J, art! given by 

(3a.b) 

with J being the total relative volume of the 
composite. (P being the reference value of @ and S 
being the reference value of saturation ofJluid in the 
pores. 

The assumption (2a) ignores the effect of stress 
concentrations near pores in the solid matrix and 
seems to  predict an elastic response that is too stiff. 
To remedy this problem, the present work models 
the added elastic compressibility observed in the 
porous material by proposing a function for the 
porosity o of the form 



A 

4 = WJf&Ou) (4 
where $, is a history dependent parameter 
characterizing the porosity of the solid matrix at zero 
stress and reference temperature 8,. 

Prediction of the fluid pressure in the porous 
media is important because the deviatoric stress T' is 
usually limited by distortional plasticity with the 
yield strength of the porous material being a function 
of both the pressure p and the fluid prcssure pr In 
particular, the simplest assumptions of Texzaghi(' 
t,&e the yield strength to be a function of the 
effective pressure pe which is defined by 

P , = P - P f  * ( 5 )  

THE THEORETICAL MODEL 

A simplified version of the theoretical model 
desa-ibed in Ref. 1 cakes the specific (per unit mass) 
Helmholtz free energy W, and the pressure p, 
xssociated with the solid in the forms 

A 

where pSo is the reference density of the solid. Also. 
the specific Helmholtz free energy yff and the 
pressure pf associated with the fluid are tnken in the 
fO'ormS 

A 

Wf=Wf(Jpe) . ( h) 

where pfo is the reference density of the solid. 
Next, the specific Helmholtz free energy w of the 

composite of solid and fluid is t'aken to be a mxss 
weighted average of the Helmholtz free energies of 
the constituents such that 

where po is the reference density of the composite. 
1Jsing the thermodynamic procedures of Green a~id  
Naghdi7-' it can be shown that for compressed s tms  
the total pressure p and the specitic internal energy E 
in the composite ,are given by 

where E, and Ef are the internal energies of the solid 
and fluid, respectively. Also, the rate of dissipation 
due to changes in the unloaded porosity $" is given 
by 

A 

(10) 

which is required to be nonnegative by the second 
law of thermodynamics. 

For compressed states the function (4) is taken in 
the form 

$ = Q , [ I - ~ t a n h - {  1 , 

n 0 1 - < l .  b 

(1 la) 

(l lb) 

(llc,d) 

where the two constants a 'and b control the added 
compressibility observed in porous materials and the 
condition t 1 Id) ensures that $ and $,, have the same 
signs. 

I t  can ailso be shown that when a < 1 the 

restriction ( IO) prevents porous dilatation ($,>O) 
when the effective pressure p, is positive and it 

prevents porous compaction ($,<O) when p, is 
negative. 

To complete the above theory it is necessary to 
provide an evolution equation for determining $,, of 
the form 

A 

. 
. 

o,, = rQ, (12) 
where r6 is determined by satisfying consistency 
conditions iissociated with either a compaction 
surface p, of the form 

(13Lb) s, = pe-II$) 1 0 ,  f(0) 2 0. 



or a dilation surface of the form 

(I4a.b) 

Here, f(4) is a nonnegative function determined by 
dry compaction data, K~ is a positive constant, and it 
is tacitly assumed that pe is a decreasing function of 
$,, so that the conditions (13) and (14) will be 
compatible with the restriction (IO). 

SOLUTION PROCEDURE 

The complete thennomechanical model (described 
in Ref. 1) has been implemented into the computer 
code DYNA2D. In the simplified model described 
here, the solution procedure is as follows. Given the 
value of all state v'ariables at the beginning of a time 
step t, the values of J and an estimate of E are 
determined at the end of the time step 1.Jsing 
the values of 8 and 9, at 1, the value of pe at t,,, is 
then determined. If neither the compaction nor the 
dilation functions g, and g, are positive then $,, 
remains constant. On the other hand. if g, is 
positive then compaction is indicated and the value 
of $,, is decreased until g, vanishes. Similarly, if gd 
is positive then dilation is indicated and the value of 
9, is increased until gd mnishes. Once $,, is 
determined. the estimate of E is corrected nnd (9b) is 
solved iteratively to determine the value of 8 at the 
end of the time step. Then the procedure is 
continued for the next time step. 

EXAMPLES 

The experiments of Heard et al.' on isothermal 
hydrostatic quasi-static loading of Mt. Helen tuff 
were used to determine the material const'ants and 
functions. In particular. the function yf, ww chosen 
to match Hugoniot data for silicone dioxide"' with a 
inoditied density appropriate to tuff and wf was 
chosen to match Hugoniot data for water' I .  Also. 
the initial porosity of the Tuff was meawred t o  he 
0=0.3 8. 

The values of the material constants a and b in 
(1  1) were determined by matching the experimental 
unloading curve from 4.0 GPa a id  the function f($) 
in (1 3) w m  determined by matching the esperimencil 
loading curve, both for dry response. Also. the value 

of K, in (14) was chosen to be small in order to 
simulate weak response in tension. 

4*0* s=o 
0 Exp. 
- Theory 
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FIGURE 1. Dry response. 

Figure 1 shows that the theoretical prediction of 
the unloading curves for dry (Sd) response are very 
close to the experimental k t a  even though only the 
unloading curve from 4.0 GPa w'as used to determine 
the material constants controlling the added 
compressibility of porosity. 

v b : -  
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FIGURE 2. Nearly saturated response. 

Figure 2 shows the predictions for near fully 
saturated (S=O.995) response and Fig. 3 shows the 
predictions for pwid ly  saturated (Sd.69) response. 
These figures show two known phase 
tmnsformations of water which were not incorporated 
into the constitutive model. Of particular 
importance is the fact that even though the material 
constnnts and functions were determined by the dry 
response only. the theoretical predictions of the fully 
and partially saturated responses agree well with 
experimental data. 
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FIGURE 3. Partially saturated response. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Constitutive equations have been developed to 
describe the thermomechanical response of a porous 
brittle solid whose pores may be dry o r  partially 
filled with fluid. This model also includes the added 
elastic compressibility of porosity that has been 
observed in quasi-static experiments on tuff. This 
softening effect of porosity ha.. been shown to 
significantly influence pe,& velocities in spherical 
wave propagation problems. 

It is expected that the present model predicts 
reasonable values for the effective pressure p, for 
moderate values of total pressure. At high values of 
total pressure the predicted values of effective 
pressure are quite sensitive to the specific functional 
form proposed for the added compressibility of 
porosity. However, at high values of total pressure 
the effect of pe is predicted to remain small since the 
solid and fluid are nearly in pressure equilibrium. 
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